
 

Fallout 4 Enclave Bunker Mod

In addition to the other added locations, Enclave Bunker also adds a rad new Enclave Blazer vehicle. It's similar to the Brotherhood's Stroller, but sleeker and faster. That's a bonus. The Enclave's overall arsenal is equally as impressive as it includes weapons such as the Enclave's once legendary Radscorpion which has a new graphical design. The Enclave's armory also includes
a FN-Fortress 30-MM Launcher which has the ability to destroy any glass you come across. It's still a nice weapon, but now that I am using it to eliminate the glass I walk on all the time, it's no longer a must have. If you're looking for a new experience that combines the Fallout 1 and Fallout 2 feel, I highly recommend this mod. The modders spared no expense. They did a great
job going through Fallout 1 and Fallout 2 making sure to duplicate their features and add new ones. There are some minor bugs in places (such as the helicopter not having a pilot and you can't use it) and the quest guide could be a bit better, but overall this is a well done mod and it should provide hours of fun to anyone looking for something new. The early Fallout 2 games

had voice acting, a decent story line, locations that you could explore, and that was great. However, the Fallout games didn't have voice acting, and they (Fallout) were largely linear, which to me is one of the major flaws of those games. However, there are some fun moments if you are willing to look a little harder. As an Enclave player myself, this is an extremely fun little mod.
Building a few bases is the way to go, I found. This mod makes that much more fun by taking place in a large base with plenty of rooms, plenty of weaponry, and lots of interesting objects to interact with.
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Fallout 4 Enclave Bunker Mod

this mod modifies the enclave bunker in bethesda.ini. this mod is currently in beta stage, i will update it as i progress through it, hopefully getting things to a ready-to-beta release before i've finished my own enclave bunker
mod. thanks to the mod author for answering my questions. *please note that i do not have access to the author’s files, i am merely describing what i discovered based on the information available to me. i don’t guarantee
it’s valid, or that any of it works. i will delete any material i find offensive, i will not make any claims that are untrue, i will not make any claims that are potentially untrue, and i will not make any claims that are untrue and

untrue at the same time. *please note that it is never ok to "plant false information. you do not get to say "but it is what it says on the internet", you are not some kind of detective who can solve everyones hard problems by
googling them, and you do not get to reply to posts like this one that say "no, it’s not what it says on the internet” with “it is”. also, please refrain from asking me to manually add code into my post from the research i’ve

done, it defeats the purpose of having multiple people working on a single project. so, a little bit of context. this mod is a way to add another building mode to the bunker, with its own ingame physics, mechanics, and
utilities. there is not a true tutorial for this mod, since it’s in beta, so i will not provide any instruction beyond the below notes. hopefully this is enough information from where to go. 5ec8ef588b
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